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Classical Continuum MechanicsClassical Continuum Mechanics
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PostulatesPostulates

1.1. Choice of a system of external actionsChoice of a system of external actions

2.2. Balance equations Balance equations (Euler 1776)(Euler 1776)

3.3. The stress principle for internal actions                The stress principle for internal actions                
(Euler 1757, Cauchy 1823)(Euler 1757, Cauchy 1823)

4.    The dependence on the normal 4.    The dependence on the normal (Cauchy 1823)(Cauchy 1823)

b , s
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TheoremsTheorems

1.1. The tetrahedron theoremThe tetrahedron theorem (Cauchy 1827)(Cauchy 1827)

2.2. Local equations of motion Local equations of motion (Cauchy 1827)(Cauchy 1827)

3.    The equation of virtual power                    3.    The equation of virtual power                    
(Lagrange 1798, D(Lagrange 1798, D’’Alembert 1743)Alembert 1743)
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BoundaryBoundary--value problemsvalue problems

1.1. A constitutive equationA constitutive equation

2.2. Weak formulationWeak formulation
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Classical Continuum MechanicsClassical Continuum Mechanics

based on a variational approachbased on a variational approach

The Method of Virtual PowerThe Method of Virtual Power (Germain, 1973)(Germain, 1973)
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The method of virtual powerThe method of virtual power

1.1. PostulatePostulate the expressions of the external and internal the expressions of the external and internal 

power:power:

2.2. PostulatePostulate the equation of virtual powerthe equation of virtual power

3.  Introduce the constitutive equation3.  Introduce the constitutive equation

The balance equations follow from (2), by the arbitrariness of The balance equations follow from (2), by the arbitrariness of vv
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Classical Continuum MechanicsClassical Continuum Mechanics

based on an indifference axiombased on an indifference axiom

(Noll, 1959)(Noll, 1959)
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1.1. Choice of kinematicsChoice of kinematics

2.2. External power as a continuous linear functional on External power as a continuous linear functional on 

3.3. Invariance under changes of observerInvariance under changes of observer

4.4. The balance equations The balance equations followfollow from (3)from (3)

5.5. The internal power The internal power followsfollows from the Divergence from the Divergence 

TheoremTheorem
no typo !!!no typo !!!
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classicalclassical

-- choice of  choice of  
external actionsexternal actions

-- balance balance 
equationsequations

-- stress   stress   
principleprinciple

-- dependence on dependence on 
the normalthe normal11

virtual powervirtual power

-- choice of the choice of the 
external and external and 
internal powersinternal powers22

-- virtual power virtual power 
equationequation

indifferenceindifference

-- choice of the choice of the 
external powerexternal power

-- indifference of indifference of 
powerpower

11 The dependence on the normal is now a theoremThe dependence on the normal is now a theorem
(Noll 1959)(Noll 1959)

22 Balance equations, stress principle, and dependence Balance equations, stress principle, and dependence 
on the normal are implicit in the choice of the powerson the normal are implicit in the choice of the powers
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Application to Application to 

nonnon--classical continuaclassical continua
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In classical mechanics, a nonIn classical mechanics, a non--classical classical 
continuum is obtained by adding:continuum is obtained by adding:

1.1. New external actions New external actions 
(couple stresses, microforces) (couple stresses, microforces) 
(Cosserat 1909, Mindlin 1963, Eringen 1964, (Cosserat 1909, Mindlin 1963, Eringen 1964, 
Capriz 1989, Gurtin 2004)Capriz 1989, Gurtin 2004)

2.2. New balance equationsNew balance equations

(microforce balance)(microforce balance)
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Questions:Questions:

Are the new balance equations Are the new balance equations 
general laws of Nature?general laws of Nature?

Do they have an adequate     Do they have an adequate     
experimental support?experimental support?
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An example:An example:

The damage model The damage model 

of Frof Fréémond & Nedjar mond & Nedjar (1993)(1993)
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νν the virtual variation of a the virtual variation of a scalarscalar damage variabledamage variable

β, σβ, σ the associated external actionsthe associated external actions

ΣΣ the associated internal action (the associated internal action (vectorvector))

The Virtual Power ApproachThe Virtual Power Approach
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the equation of virtual power ...the equation of virtual power ...

... and the local equations... and the local equations
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Something, in this procedure, is not clear:Something, in this procedure, is not clear:

1.1. What is the new balance equation?What is the new balance equation?

Is it a general law of nature like the law of Is it a general law of nature like the law of 

balance of momentum?balance of momentum?

2.2. Does every new continuum generate a new Does every new continuum generate a new 

general law ?general law ?

3.3. Is the choice of the internal and external Is the choice of the internal and external 

powers arbitrary?powers arbitrary?

4.4. If not, which are the criteria for the choice?If not, which are the criteria for the choice?
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The Indifference approachThe Indifference approach

indifference of powerindifference of power

local relationslocal relations

no no internalinternal expression of power!expression of power!
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After this short introduction ...After this short introduction ...
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ΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠ11111111 SS ΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠ22222222

nn

ΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠ11111111, Π, Π, Π, Π, Π, Π, Π, Π22222222 regions of Rregions of RNN

S = S = ∂∂∂∂∂∂∂∂ΠΠΠΠΠΠΠΠ1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ∩∩∩∩∩∩∩∩ ∂Π∂Π∂Π∂Π∂Π∂Π∂Π∂Π2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 surface elementsurface element

((S, nS, n)) oriented surface elementoriented surface element

S S = (= (S, nS, n)      )      ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ ((S,S,−−−−−−−− nn) ) = = = = = = = = −−−−−−−− SS

YY a finite dimensional inner product spacea finite dimensional inner product space
(scalars, vectors, tensors)(scalars, vectors, tensors)
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AA Cauchy fluxCauchy flux is a map is a map Q Q from the oriented from the oriented 

surface elements to surface elements to YY, additive on disjoint , additive on disjoint 

subsets (a subsets (a measuremeasure))

A Cauchy flux obeys theA Cauchy flux obeys the law of action and law of action and 

reactionreaction ifif

QQ((−−SS) ) = = −−QQ((SS))
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LetLet MM be the map from the regions be the map from the regions 

ΠΠ toto YY defined bydefined by

Is Is MM a measure?a measure?
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Let Let MM be the map from the regionsbe the map from the regions

ΠΠ toto YY defined bydefined by

Is Is MM a measure?a measure?

Theorem Theorem (Noll 1973)(Noll 1973):: MM is additive is additive 

if and only if if and only if Q Q obeys the law of obeys the law of 

action and reactionaction and reaction
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ΠΠ11 SS ΠΠ22

nn

SS11 SS22

sketch of proofsketch of proof
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therefore, if the law of action and reaction holds,therefore, if the law of action and reaction holds,

we have a relation between measureswe have a relation between measures

and, by the Radonand, by the Radon--Nikodym theorem,Nikodym theorem,

QQss((∂Π∂Π) ) ≠≠ 00 means that there are contact means that there are contact 

actions concentrated on lines or isolated actions concentrated on lines or isolated 

points of points of ∂Π∂Π
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Assume that Assume that Q Q is absolutely continuous:is absolutely continuous:

Question:Question: does this imply that does this imply that M M is absolutely is absolutely 

continuous?continuous?
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AnswersAnswers

1.1. (Gurtin & Martins, 1976)  (Gurtin & Martins, 1976)  M M is absolutely is absolutely 

continuous if continuous if Q Q isis volume boundedvolume bounded::

2.2. (Silhavy 1985) (Silhavy 1985) MM is absolutely continuousis absolutely continuous

if and only if if and only if QQ is weakly balancedis weakly balanced::
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If If Q Q satisfies the law of action and reaction satisfies the law of action and reaction 

and is weakly balanced, thenand is weakly balanced, then

This looks like a balance equationThis looks like a balance equation but it is notbut it is not. . 

This is aThis is a representationrepresentation of a Cauchy flux by a of a Cauchy flux by a 

volume integral. It is possible only under ad volume integral. It is possible only under ad 

hoc regularity assumptions.hoc regularity assumptions.

We call this aWe call this a pseudobalance equationpseudobalance equation
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Let us go back to FrLet us go back to Fréémondmond’’s models model

Assume that Assume that s s and and σ  σ  be surface densities be surface densities 

of weakly balanced Cauchy fluxes which of weakly balanced Cauchy fluxes which 

satisfy the law of action and reaction.satisfy the law of action and reaction. Write Write 

the pseudobalance equationsthe pseudobalance equations

By the tetrahedron theorem,By the tetrahedron theorem,

TT is not anymore the Cauchy stress!is not anymore the Cauchy stress!
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by the Divergence Theorem,by the Divergence Theorem,

so thatso that

NowNow postulate the indifference of powerpostulate the indifference of power

to get the genuine balance lawsto get the genuine balance laws
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The final expression of the power as a volume The final expression of the power as a volume 

integralintegral

coincides with the expression of the internal coincides with the expression of the internal 

power power postulatedpostulated in in FrFréémond & Nedjar (1996)mond & Nedjar (1996)
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A format for nonA format for non--classical continuaclassical continua

External powerExternal power

Pseudobalance equationsPseudobalance equations

νναα virtual variations of a virtual variations of a state variablestate variable or or 
order parameterorder parameter (scalar, vector, tensor)(scalar, vector, tensor)

ββαα, σ, σαα the corresponding external actionsthe corresponding external actions
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From the tetrahedron theorem,From the tetrahedron theorem,

IfIf the indifference requirements arethe indifference requirements are

thenthen
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It is remarkable that the law of It is remarkable that the law of 

action and reaction, which in action and reaction, which in 

classical Continuum Mechanics classical Continuum Mechanics 

is a trivial consequence of the is a trivial consequence of the 

balance of momentum, balance of momentum, becomes becomes 

a true postulatea true postulate for a large class for a large class 

of nonof non--classical continuaclassical continua
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SecondSecond--gradient continuagradient continua

External powerExternal power

Pseudobalance equationsPseudobalance equations

B, SB, S the external actions associated with the external actions associated with ∇∇vv

(second(second--order tensors)order tensors)
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From the tetrahedron theorem,From the tetrahedron theorem,

Indifference requirementsIndifference requirements

Then,Then,
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The integral form of the power The integral form of the power 

for a secondfor a second--gradient continuumgradient continuum

(Germain 1973)(Germain 1973)
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Crystal PlasticityCrystal Plasticity

(Rice 1971, Gurtin 2000)(Rice 1971, Gurtin 2000)

External powerExternal power

Pseudobalance equationsPseudobalance equations

LL plastic strain rate plastic strain rate (second(second--order tensor)order tensor)

SS the associated external actionthe associated external action
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From the tetrahedron theorem,From the tetrahedron theorem,

Indifference requirementsIndifference requirements

The integral form of the power for crystal The integral form of the power for crystal 

plasticity plasticity (Gurtin 2000)(Gurtin 2000)
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PerspectivesPerspectives

1.1. Extensions to surface measures  Extensions to surface measures  QQ
which are not absolutely continuouswhich are not absolutely continuous
(e.g., edge forces)(e.g., edge forces)

Noll & Virga 1990 Noll & Virga 1990 

DellDell’’Isola & Seppecher 1995, 1997 Isola & Seppecher 1995, 1997 

Podio Guidugli 2004 Podio Guidugli 2004 

Degiovanni et al 2006 Degiovanni et al 2006 
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2.2. Extensions to surface measures Extensions to surface measures Q Q 
which are not weakly balancedwhich are not weakly balanced
(e.g., singular body forces)(e.g., singular body forces)

Degiovanni et al 1999 Degiovanni et al 1999 

Silhavy 2005, 2008 Silhavy 2005, 2008 

Lucchesi et al 2007 Lucchesi et al 2007 

Schuricht 2007Schuricht 2007
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THE  END
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In the variational approach, the criteria In the variational approach, the criteria 
for choosing the expressions of the two for choosing the expressions of the two 

powers are not clearpowers are not clear

The two expressions are not really arbitrary, The two expressions are not really arbitrary, 
since it is tacitly agreed that the outcoming since it is tacitly agreed that the outcoming 
balance equations should not contradict the balance equations should not contradict the 
classical balance equations classical balance equations 

This sort of preThis sort of pre--selection conflicts with the selection conflicts with the 
status of a postulate attributed to the choice status of a postulate attributed to the choice 
of the expressions of the two powersof the expressions of the two powers


